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    The Heavenly Gaze 
 
 
 
“One might say that immensity is a philosophical category of 
daydream. Daydream undoubtedly feeds on all kinds of sights, but 
through a sort of natural inclination, it contemplates grandeur. And 
this contemplation produces an attitude that is so special, an inner 
state that is so unlike any other, that the daydream transports the 
dreamer outside the immediate world to a world that bears the 
mark of infinity” 
Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics Of Space 
p.183. 
 
 
 
As a primary school aged child I was fascinated by the 
“phenomenon” of UFO’s. I would buy or borrow from libraries the 
many books and journals which purported to investigate and 
document these mysterious and alien spaceships which were 
visiting our world. I also had substantial collection of articles from 
trashy publications such as Post and Pix magazine 
               
 
Reading the stories and eye witness accounts was always 
intriguing but what I found particularly fascinating where the 
photographic images of flying saucers and other mysteriously 
shapes vessels. Usually these images were poorly focused and 
lacking any credible detail. Sometimes they were enlarged to the 
point of abstraction. Like Thomas, the photographer played by 
David Hemming in Michelangelo Antonioni’s “Blow Up” I would 
study these blurred and grainy reproductions through my 
magnifying glass trying to discern the obscure alien shapes and 
structures. Wanting so badly to see in these images what they in 
fact failed to provide. Like tightly wrapped presents under a Xmas 
tree these veiled and obscure depictions inspired my imagination 
and a commitment to see a UFO for myself.  
 
What I wanted more than anything else was to not only observe 
but to document a UFO and to this ends I began to carry a loaded 
camera with me where ever I went. It was an old folding styled 
medium format camera with a small bellows. I also carried a 
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compass and a note pad and I would keep an eye on the skies 
through out as much of the day as was possible.  
 
My family were most tolerant of my obsession and would often 
humour me - and I would humour them in return, because I knew 
that I was ready to record any fleeting vessel and that the last 
laugh would be on them - it was just a matter of time! My 
reasoning for this was, that if there were even half as many alien 
visitors to our world as my extensive readings suggested, then 
surely their must be UFO’s passing overhead at sometime in any 
given week or even any given day and that the problem really was 
that the disbelieving “adult” world were so caught up in focusing on 
their day to day activities that they hardly ever looked upwards and 
would therefore were most unlikely to see for themselves – “you 
don’t look at the sky enough” I would tell my mother, and so with 
commitment I would eventually observe a UFO for myself and 
make good a photographic record. 
 
After school and on weekends I would sit on apex of our roof for 
hours at a time with my note book and pen, compass and 
binoculars and my loaded camera in hand, sometimes joined by 
my friend Robert but mostly on my own with eyes uplifted, patiently 
waiting and watching with resolve…. and waiting… and 
watching…and waiting… 
 
 
After some weeks of gazing at the sky and only - just - maybe - 
seeing the vaguest of appearances of something faintly and 
fleetingly in my peripheral vision. These “somethings” always 
eluded direct observation - or I was repeatedly seeing and chasing 
the bind spots and floaters that haunt the inner workings of my 
eyes. Such blind spots and floaters are virtually invisible in the 
chaotic milieu of daily observations but against a field of clear blue 
emptiness they appear large and distractingly off centre. These 
tiny dead points in my vision are in part the legacy of having 
looked at the sun through a telescope when I was little more than a 
toddler. How strange it is that the brightest spot in the sky should 
create the darkest spot in my sight.  
 
With nothing more than these distracting projections and 
phenomenological aberrations my patience eventually turned to 
despair and so I decided to fabricate my own UFO photographs as 
a vicarious way of fulfilling my desires. (Please remember I was 
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only about 10 years old at the time) I began to make small sets 
with simple props such as an old circular washing machine lid with 
melted plastic burning, its toxic fumes simulating the exhaust 
fumes from some space ship about to take off or I would throw a 
lid from an old pot into the air and make a snap against the sky or 
direct my friend to hold a fishing rod high over head with a saucer 
shaped disc suspended on the end of a fine nylon line while I 
framed and focused.  
 
        Washing machine lid UFO (by me aged 9) 
 
                                              Pie dish UFO (by me aged 9) 
 
I greatly enjoyed creating these images and soon found that if I 
moved the camera while shooting or placed the lens slightly out of 
focus I was able to quite successfully create the types of images 
which were presented in the books and magazines as authentic 
documents. Initially this was most fulfilling for I had finally made 
concrete the vision I so desired. However, the irony of all this was 
that I began to doubt the many images which I had previously 
viewed as proof. With the realisation that the so-called “authentic” 
images looked like my fabrications came a sense of disillusion. 
The photograph had become a double edged sword. 
 
Looking back I realise I had discovered something important about 
creativity and desire and about the relationship between 
photography and reality - that every image embodies the duality of 
truth and fiction, desire and disillusion and that all these seemingly 
opposite forces are intrinsic to photograph. 
 
                             Distant UFO  (by me aged 9) digitally enhanced  
 Distant UFO  - Detail  (by me aged 9) digitally 
enhanced  
 
In 1954 Carl Jung was interviewed by the Swiss weekly, Die 
Weltwoche, in which he expressed his sceptical views regarding 
the nature of Unidentified Flying Objects. He was however quite 
sensitive to the opinions of others. In his book Flying Saucers: a 
modern myth of things seen in the sky, Jung says of this interview;  
 
“I spoke with due respect of the serious opinion of a relatively large 
number of air specialists who believe in the reality of UFO’s” 
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Four years later the Swiss Weekly interview was rediscovered by 
the world press. Jung’s diplomatic style was miss-interpreted and 
he was quoted as being a believer in flying saucers. This distortion 
received a great amount of international coverage. In response to 
this Jung issued a statement to the United Press to made clear the 
true version of his opinion but almost no-one took any notice of his 
clarifications.  Reflecting on this incident Jung said;  
 
“This time the wire went dead: nobody, so far as I know, took any 
notice of it, except one German newspaper.  
The moral of this story is rather interesting. As the behaviour of the 
press is a sort of Gallup test with reference to world opinion, one 
must draw the conclusion that news affirming the existence of 
UFO’s is welcome, but that scepticism seems to be undesirable. 
To believe that UFO’s are real suits the general opinion, whereas 
disbelief is to be discouraged. This creates the impression that 
there is a tendency all over the world to believe in saucers and to 
want them to be real, unconsciously helped along by the press that 
otherwise has no sympathy with the phenomenon” 
 
Jung was so intrigued by the public’s deep desire to believe in the 
UFO’s that in 1959 he published his book; Flying Saucers: a 
modern myth of things seen in the sky. Although the writings are 
sceptical that extraterrestrial origins were responsible for the 
phenomenon the book has little concern for wether any UFO’s are 
real or not. Instead Jung concentrates on the psychic aspects. He 
describes UFO’s as being “visionary rumours” and a “myth in the 
making” of having quasi-religious connotations, of being modern 
manifestation of age old salvationist fantasies and of being 
projections of unconscious psychic symbols of the self or psychic 
totality.  
 
Jung also dealt with analysis of dreams containing UFOs. 
representations in art and sexual connotations with but for this 
paper I wish to follow on from Jung’s assertion that the press 
unconsciously helped along the belief in UFO’s while art the same 
time reflected what the public desired.  
 
The writings and media events of the late 19th century to the mid 
20th century undoubtable left a residual impression on the 
collective as to the plausibility of extraterrestrials visitors. For 
example Howard Koch’s 1938 adaptation of HG wells “War Of The 
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Worlds”, which was produced for the Mercury Theatre of the Air by 
Orson Wells. So strong was the belief in this broadcast that many 
listeners got into their cars and fled their homes. One listener is 
known to have committed suicide rather having to face invading 
Martians.  
 
From the early 1890’s to the 1930’s and to a lesser degree up to 
the 1960’s, many people believed the planet Mars to be a living 
world not so unlike our own, - one which was inhabited by 
intelligent life. Stories such as the The Crystal Egg (1897) and The 
War Of The Worlds (1898) both by HG Wells, (and which were first 
published in The Strand Magazine) were heavily illustrated and 
offered the public an incredible (and maybe plausible) frighting 
vision in the form of new technologies such as heat rays, tripod 
tanks, prosiness gases and aircraft like machines and alien life 
forms. These visions were analogous to the fears of invasion by 
some foreign country, for the English this might have been from 
Germany and for America in the 60’s UFO’s were analogous to the 
vision of Russian nuclear missiles coming over the horizon. 
 
This late 19 and early 20th
 
 century view of the planet Mars being a 
living world cannot be solely attributed to the writings of science 
fiction of this time, rather it stems more directly from what 
ostensibly was scientific context. 
Percival Lowell 
 
“Are physical forces alone at work there, or has evolution begotten 
something more complex, something not unakin to what we know 
on Earth as life? 
It is in this that lies the peculiar interest in 
Mars” 
 
In 1890 a millionaire by the name Percival Lowell commissioned 
the Alvan Clarke & Sons company to construct a large telescope to 
be housed in an observatory located on hill next to his house in 
Flagstaff, Boston.  
This telescope was an immense optical device for its time and a 
triumph of 19th century engineering. A refractor scope with a 24” 
lens - it was described as being the length of a bus and was 
supported by a mount which itself weighed 5 tuns. Ten years later 
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he commissioned the construction of a larger 40” reflecting 
telescope.   
 
Lowell became the self appointed director of the Lowell 
observatory in 1894 and remained so until his death in 1916 
 
His objective was to further the studies of the planet Mars. A 
project that he undertook for more than twenty years and what he 
saw and recorded defined the way Mars would be perceived for 
the decades, which followed. 
  
What Lowell saw when he peered his telescope was not just a 
softly focused red disc with its modulations of tone and dark 
patches, he saw the site of his own imagination. Lowell it seems 
was given to an exceptional ability to see the finest of details at a 
resolution well beyond the optics of his telescope. The large dark 
blobs such as that of Syritas Major, once known as the Hourglass 
Sea had been observed to move across the planet due to its 
rotation and polar caps were also known to in crease and 
decrease with the seasons.   
 
The red planet was already thought to have large oceans and 
seasons similar to our own but what Lowell also perceived and 
recorded were a large network of lines, which he described as 
canals. Speculation that Mars might be a living world had been 
around for many decades and this was already a topic of deep 
fascination for Lowell. When he saw these canals he believed he 
had confirmation of what he already believed to be true, for he 
postulated that these canals were in fact irrigation channels on a 
vast scale and that this was the work of a Martian civilisation which 
was caught in the death throws of a drying and dying planet. They 
were channelling water from the melting polar caps to the 
equatorial planes for agricultural irrigation.  
 
The idea of these canals has its origin in the earlier work of the 
Italian astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli who in 1877 thought that 
he had observed some lines connecting the polar caps to the 
darker regions. Such lines had also been suggested by 
astronomers as early as 1840. (Note that there were many 
astronomers who never saw such lines and were sceptical of the 
observations of those who claimed they had.) However in his 
description of the these Schiaparrelli had called them “canali”, 
which is Italian for “grooves”. At some point this was translated into 
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“canals” and with this translation a shift in meaning from something 
as simple as a cut in a surface – a geological feature - to 
something which implies the artificial and this intern implied 
something of intelligent origins. 
 
Night after night Lowell and his assistants continued their study of 
the planet recording their observations by hand with a systematic 
methodology. Always trying to obtain more detail, on a number of 
occasions and at vast expense Lowell even had his telescopes 
dismantled and relocated to various sites around the world in the 
pursuit of better visibility. As the years passed the drawings of 
these canals revealed an ever increasing detail and complexity. In 
all he recorded 700 canals many of which were like tiny rhizomes 
stemming from larger channels. At points of intersecting lines he 
speculated that large cites would be estblihsed. He claimed to 
have observed changes in colour as green crops matured and 
dark patches which shifted across the planet were thought to be 
plagues of insect devouring the Martian crops. He claimed that the 
temperature of Mars was moderate and similar to the southern 
parts of England and through out these decades wrote extensively 
about a civilistion who were struggling to survive the encroaching 
desert sands and how they had undertaken this monumental 
engineering task to bring water to the lower latitudes of their world. 
The idea of such a project was not beyond the popular imagination 
of the times as the construction of the Panama canal was 
underway. 
Lowell even claimed to have seen flashes of light ascending from 
the Martian atmosphere which he interpreted as signals or 
messages from a dying civilastion trying to contact its nearest 
earthly neighbours. 
 
In all Lowell wrote hundreds of letters and essays and three books 
and gave hundreds of lectures, usually these were completely sold 
out. He was extremely popular and by all account his claims were 
as much the topic of conversation and debate as Darwin’s theory 
of evolution, for both the public and scientific community. There 
were many scientists who disagreed strongly with these claims but 
he was none the less accorded much respect and the press of the 
day provided him with a great deal of coverage. It was known as 
“Mars fever” at the time and it maintained its fervour for some 
twenty years or more.  
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What was most remarkable is that Lowell had no real hard 
evidence many other astronomers said that they could not observe 
these canals but Lowell dismissed them by claiming that they did 
not have good enough telescopes or that they were poorly located 
and suffered from bad lighting and atmospheric conditions.  
 
Today the Clarke telescope is still in operation at the Lowell 
observatory – it is used for public viewing and many enthusiastic 
astronomers have made the pilgramidge to this historical 
instrument and portal of Lowell visions.  
 
Science editor, Micheal Hanlon visited the Clarke observatory in 
2003 when Mars and Earth made their closest opposition - a mere 
55,758,006km apart which is the closest since the year 57,537 BC. 
Although he knew better Hanlon took with him the desire to see 
what Lowell had seen and to experience not just the light and 
image of Mars passing through the same lens and into his eye but  
perhaps to catch a glimpse of the wonders with which Lowell had 
spent so many enchanted years. 
 
The objectivity of the instrument however betrayed its master’s 
vision.  
 
Hanlon recounts what he saw; 
 
“I squint and press my eyes against the glass once more, hoping 
to see Lowell’s Mars flash into view. I try focusing my eyes, turning 
my mind’s eyes to the side, hoping that I can fool my brain into 
seeing the hidden detail that remains tantalizingly out of reach. 
The fact that I know perfectly well that the canals aren’t there, that 
Percival Lowell had fallen victim to eyestrain, relentless optimism 
and optical illusion does not quench my disappointment. I had 
hoped to see Lowell’s Mars, through Lowell’s telescope, and it was 
not there. This was not the Mars of canals and princesses. I was 
seeing another Mars – the real Mars” 
 
Lowell sincerely believed in what he “perceived” and on many 
occasions he enlisted photography to help verify his observations. 
In November 1903 Lowell said to one of his assistants named 
Sipher  
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“ It would be encouraging to have an undisputed canal show in a 
plate” 
 
Even when combining the best of his optics with highest quality 
photographic equipment the canals refused to appear on the 
photographic plates.  
 
The plates  displayed a softly focused disc with polar caps and 
dark blobs but no canals. Photography could not provide Lowell 
with the definitive proof which would settle his claims for once and 
all. He did present some of these images and they simple fuelled 
the debate with some people claiming to be able to see the canals 
while others clearly did not. While disappointed, Lowell remained 
undeterred and simple believed that the medium was no match for 
his hours of observations and drawings.  
 
What we know now is that Percival Lowell did not see any canals 
on Mars. His vision may have been due to a combination of factors 
such as soft optics and other aberrations within his telescopes, eye 
strain and fatigue and phenomena such as phosphenes, the 
sensation of soft flashes of light or luminescence which the eye 
can generate within itself, usually in response to applied pressure. 
It has also been suggested that the canals were a result of the 
brains tendency to “join” up unconnected marks. Perhaps what he 
saw when he looked down the telescope was more akin to his an 
image of his own visual cortex with its network of nerves firings off 
in his imagination. What is clear is that Lowell wanted to see this 
alien world. When he peered into his telescope he projected his 
desires onto a tiny red spot – an inner world projected and mapped 
onto a distant outer world. Perhaps even more astounding is that 
when he did “see” canals he saw more than just markings, he saw 
a whole story unfolding. 
In 1939 the French-American astronomer Gerard De Vauclouluers 
said;  
 
“We must admit that observers have too often begun the study of 
Mars at the wrong end of their telescopes“  
 
From the late 1930’s onwards telescope technology improved 
greatly and it became more and more evident from the 
observations made through vastly superior instruments that no 
canals were visible - surely the belief in The Martian canals was 
finally drying up! Despite all this Lowell’s romantic vision persisted 
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for some well into the 1960’s - while there was no more evidence 
to confirm, there still was no hard enough evidence to disprove.  
 
It finally came when on July 14th
 
 1965 the Mariner 4 spacecraft 
sent back the first of a total of 21 photographic images revealing 
Mars to be a dry and baron moon like landscape. This vision of a 
desolate landscape would finally obliterate Lowell’s Mars. It seems 
ironical that these low resolution images from Mariner 4 clearly 
conveyed to scientist that Mars was dead. - Once again 
photography was responsible for the disillusion of a desired vision. 
It is remarkable that in 1967 the US air force were still producing 
maps of Mars which featured the vestiges of Lowell’s canals. Like 
some sort of persistence of vision Lowell’s, Mars remains even to 
today. A romantic vial that refuses to be torn away,  
 
The vision of Mars is now being redefined once again as evidence 
emerges to suggest that Mars may once have had oceans and 
river ways of liquid water, warmer temperatures and a denser 
atmosphere and maybe even life. 
 
Lowell’s vision is in essence the same vision and the gaze 
continues. 
